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1. Introduction

The vast size of the Australian continent, the country’s 
varied and rugged topography, and scattered popula-
tion present significant transport (and communication) 
challenges. Due to the vast distances across the country 
as well as between urban centres, Australia is heavily 
reliant upon its air transport industry (Nolan 1996). 
Australia’s airline industry was born on connecting re-
gional communities to the country’s major cities (Baker, 
Donnet 2012). Also, the government historically tightly 
controlled Australia’s air transport industry. In 1990, the 
Australian government commenced the deregulation of 
the country’s domestic airline market process, permit-
ting private competition, and privatising its interests 
in existing airlines (Nolan 1996). The government ter-
minated the “Two Airline Policy”, which had maintained 
a highly regulated duopoly in domestic interstate air 
transport, and permitted other airlines to compete with 
the established carriers in Australia’s domestic airline 
market (Forsyth 2003; Nolan 1996). 

Since the industry was deregulated, a number of 
low cost carriers (hereafter LCCs) have entered the Aus-
tralian domestic air travel market  – Impulse Airlines, 
Compass Airlines, both of whom subsequently collapsed, 
Jetstar Airways, Tiger Airways and Virgin Australia, 
though since 2011 the latter has moved to a full ser-
vice network carrier (FSNC) business model. US-based 
Southwest Airlines pioneered the original LCC business 
model in 1971 (Daraban 2012) and it is still widely used 
around the world today (Alamdari, Fagan 2005; de Wit, 
Zuidberg 2012). LCCs are often regarded as one of the 
most successful business concepts that have happened 
within contemporary travel. The astute business model 
of offering significantly lower prices by eliminating all 
the extras in a short-haul flight, together with innovative 
cost-cutting measures, was successful in the USA as early 
as 1973 when Southwest Airlines operated its first low-
cost flight (Kua, Baum 2004). 

This paper examines the evolution of LCCs in Aus-
tralia’s domestic air travel market. The paper is struc-
tured as follows: section 2 presents the low cost carrier 
business model, section 3 reviews the evolution of Aus-

tralia’s domestic airline policy, section 4 examines the 
development of Australia’s low cost carriers and section 
5 provides concluding remarks on the research findings. 

2. Low cost carrier business model

A low cost carrier is an airline that offers low air fares 
but eliminates all unnecessary services (Doganis 2006). 
The LCC business model is very simple: operate at the 
lowest possible cost and sell seats at low rates such that 
they stimulate demand and achieve high load factors 
(Fernie 2011). 

LCCs focus on cost reduction in order to imple-
ment a price leadership strategy in the markets which 
they serve (Vidović et al. 2013). An airline’s fleet size and 
fleet structure have a substantial impact on its operating 
costs (Klophaus et  al. 2012). LCCs’ costs are therefore 
minimized by operating a single-type aircraft fleet 
(Koch 2010). The use of a young and homogenous fleet 
of medium-sized aircraft (usually Boeing 737-700/800 
or Airbus 3201 aircraft) normally results in a reduction 
of fuel, maintenance, staff costs and – if large orders at 
discounted prices are placed – capital costs (Ehmer et al. 
2008). According to F. Alamdari and S. Fagan (2005), 
fleet commonality provides greater flexibility for cock-
pit and cabin crews, standardises the requirement for 
ground equipment, leads to lower maintenance costs, 
and reduces training requirements and costs. Only vari-
able in-flight seating costs (and some fuel costs) increase 
when more passengers are carried. LCCs’ unit costs are 
also reduced by selling tickets online and by implement-
ing a high density seating configuration (Doganis 2006). 
High-density seating leads to lower unit costs, as fixed 
costs can be attributed to more seats and passengers 
(Fernie 2011). LCCs also often eliminate all kinds of free 
in-flight services, such as in-flight entertainment (IFE) 
and free meals in order to minimise their costs (Doganis 
2006; Homsombat et al. 2014). 

1 Airbus, for instance, offers the single-aisle A320 family 
compromising the A318, A319, A320 and A321 aircraft. These 
aircraft share the same pilot type rating, enabling flight crews to fly 
any of them with a single license endorsement (Klophaus et al. 2012). 
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The LCCs often operate services from secondary 
airports (Chang, Hung 2013; Francis et al. 2006). LCCs 
often commence their services from secondary airports, 
which are normally located farther from the main urban 
area than primary airports. Strategically LCCs are 
endeavouring to broaden their traffic catchment area and 
increase their market shares by offering flights at lower 
air fares (de Wit, Zuidberg 2012). Apart from the lack of 
congestion at smaller airports, secondary airports usu-
ally charge lower fees than the more established airports 
and, where permitted, are more willing to co-finance the 
promotion of new routes. Using secondary airports not 
only reduces costs but actually enhances LCCs competi-
tive advantage in several aspects. Firstly, using second-
ary airports overcomes slot availability problems allow-
ing LCCs to design flight schedules that maximize fleet 
utilization (Barbot 2006). Nevertheless, lower air fares 
are crucial, because the accessibility to and from these 
often quite remote, secondary airports can be quite time 
consuming for passengers, which may make the LCC 
services quite unattractive to time-sensitive business 
passengers (de Wit, Zuidberg 2012). Accordingly, low 
air fares must be offered by the LCCs in order to attract 
sufficient price-sensitive passengers from larger traffic 
catchment areas (Pantazis, Liefner 2006). 

Aircraft ground handling2 turnaround times and 
flight delays are also reduced by serving smaller, uncon-
gested airports and by focusing on point-to-point flights 
(Pitt, Brown 2001; Koch 2010), often without providing 
any connections, thereby enabling an LCC to maximize 
the number of daily block hours and aircraft utilization 
(Ehmer et al. 2008). Successful LCCs also avoid operating 
from airports with congested airspace, runways, and 
taxiways (de Neufville 2006). Less congested secondary 
airports help airlines to maintain their flight schedules 
and avoid delay costs. By utilising less congested air-
ports aircraft turnaround times can be optimised which 
helps keep costs low and increases operational efficiency 
and productivity. This is important because quick turn-
around times enable LCCs to maximise aircraft use and 
minimise the time they are on the ground (Barrett 2004; 
Gillen, Lall 2004) and operating from airports with low 
levels of delays results in significant cost advantages for 
the LCCs (de Neufville 2008). Indeed, one of the key 
success factors of the LCC business model is the high 
daily aircraft utilization rate3 and rapid ground handling 

2 When aircraft are on the ground in between flights they require 
various ground handling services to be performed, for example, 
aircraft loading/unloading; air cargo handling; lavatory services, 
and aircraft towing or pushback (Kazda, Caves 2007).

3 The standard measure of aircraft productivity is the daily aircraft 
utilization rate which is the average number of daily block hours 
operated by each aircraft in the airline’s fleet (Alamdari, Fagan 
2005).

turnaround times (Goh 2005; Thanasupsin et al. 2010), 
which are very often less than 20 minutes in duration 
(Bieger, Agosti 2005). Furthermore, LCCs often use a 
“free seating” policy, since it encourages passengers to 
board quickly and thus helps them to avoid flight delays 
(Ehmer et al. 2008). Notwithstanding, even if secondary 
airports have dominated the LCCs’ route network strate-
gies, in recent years primary airports have slowly entered 
into their route systems. Thus, many LCCs now tend to 
adopt a mixed airport strategy. Operations are often gen-
erally based at prime hubs. From these hubs, these carri-
ers primarily serve secondary airports (Alamdari, Fagan 
2005). 

LCCs are also able to reduce costs by avoiding 
airports that have expensive ground facility rents. LCCs 
often use older, less expensive terminal facilities, and, 
most importantly, optimise their terminal space more 
intensively so that they require less. LCCs also pay 
attention to their customers’ car parking costs and other 
associated airport fees (de Neufville 2006). 

The LCC business model is also often based around 
very short distance, point-to-point sectors (Alamdari, 
Fagan 2005), allowing a high number of daily flight fre-
quencies in each direction (Koch 2010). By significantly 
reducing costs and air fares, the LCCs have successfully 
opened up a much broader range of point-to-point 
services, many not served by the full service network 
carriers4 (FSNCs), and in so doing have captured at least 
some of the price-conscious passengers from the higher-
priced FSNCs (Hunter 2006). The LCCs also do not typi-
cally operate complex aircraft rotations or itineraries. 
Rather the aircraft operate between their home base and 
their destinations (Koch 2010). 

On the sales and demand side, the pricing policy 
of the LCCs is usually very dynamic (Doganis 2006), 
with heavy discounts for tickets booked long in advance, 
which leads to the generation of new demand from 
low-yield passengers who would not have flown other-
wise (Ehmer et al. 2008; Vidović et al. 2013). LCCs offer 
single, unrestricted, and point-to-point air fares (Hom-
sombat et  al. 2014). The LCCs also focus on low-cost 
distribution channels (Flenskov 2005; Koch 2010) with 
distribution5 and sales costs being kept at a minimum by 
the use of internet sales, proprietary boarding control, 
and limited marketing budgets (Katarelos, Koufodon-
tis 2012). Furthermore, LCCs earn ancillary revenues 

4 A “a full service network carrier” is an airline that focuses on the 
provision of a wide range of pre-flight and on-board services, in-
cluding different classes of service, and connecting flights (Ehmer 
et al. 2008). 

5 LCCs typically do not rely on intermediaries such as travel agents 
and global distribution systems (GDS) to sell their tickets; rather 
they aim to sell their tickets via their website (Klophaus et al. 2012; 
Vidović et al. 2013). 
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by selling other products and services both onboard the 
aircraft and through their websites (Doganis 2009; Fran-
cis et  al. 2007). The unbundling of the traditional all-
inclusive airline product and the provision of unbundled 
low air fares can assist airlines in attracting price-
sensitive passengers to their secondary airports from 
even greater distances away, and they are also able to 
compete more effectively against the full service network 
carriers (FSNC) for higher yielding passengers at the 
major airports (de Wit, Zuidberg 2012). 

However, in recent times, certain features of the 
original LCC business model have been dropped or rad-
ically altered in response to the evolving market condi-
tions (Alamdari, Fagan 2005). This model appears to be 
evolving due to the changing environment, and a new 
model is appearing, such as the new long-haul low cost 
model (Daft, Albers 2012; Morrell 2008; Wensveen, 
Leick 2009). “AirAsiaX” and “Jetstar Airways” are suc-
cessful examples of this model.

As noted earlier, the basic LCC business model is 
based on low cost leadership and the core product of op-
erating services from point A to point B (Koch 2010). 
LCCs concentrate on the provision of the core air trans-
port service by omitting any costly service features and 
through the optimization of the entire process chain 
from the distribution to (ground and in-flight) opera-
tions due to their low cost structure (Klaas, Klein 2005). 
By having a low cost structure, LCCs are able to provide 
consumers with lower price services (Doganis 2006). By 
cutting costs to the absolute minimum, LCCs can make 
a profit at much lower prices than their competitors as 
long as pricing can stimulate demand. Lower fares create 
demand in two ways: by winning share of the existing 
travel market from customers motivated by price, and 
by stimulating new demand from customers who travel 
by bus or rail or who have never travelled before (Fernie 
2011). This has led many price sensitive consumers to 
switch from legacy carriers to the LCCs (Flouris, Oswald 
2006; Mason 2001). Moreover, the lower prices offered 
by LCCs have stimulated traffic between city pairs where 
consumers would not otherwise have flown had there 
not been an offer of lower fares by the LCCs (Lall 2005). 
This has allowed LCCs to gain a larger market share. 

3. Evolution of Australia’s domestic  
airline market policy

In 1949, the Australian federal government introduced a 
so-called “Two Airline Policy”, initially by agreement but 
later legislated (Starkie 2008). Australia’s “Two Airline 
Policy” became official in 1952 following the passage of 
the Civil Aviation Act (Mills 1989; Rhodes 2008). Un-
der this policy only two airlines were granted access to 
Australia’s domestic trunk routes: “Australian National 
Airways” (later renamed “Ansett Airlines”) and the 

state-owned airline “Trans Australia Airlines” (TAA). In 
accordance with this policy the Australian government 
guaranteed the loans of Australian National Airways up 
to a set limit and later relaxed the requirement that all 
government employees should travel on “Trans Australia 
Airlines” (Rhodes 2008).

In 1957, the Australian government further declared 
that only two airlines would be authorized to operate on 
trunk routes and established a Rationalization Commit-
tee composed of a representative from each airline and 
a coordinator nominated by the Minister for Transport. 
The Airlines Equipment Act of 1958 also allowed the gov-
ernment to control the types of aircraft imported into 
the country, capacity and the entry of major operators to 
trunk routes (Grimm, Molloy 1993). Furthermore, dur-
ing this time, the competition, coordination of schedul-
ing and domestic passenger fares was controlled by the 
government (Formby et al. 1990). The airlines were not 
permitted to withdraw from services unless a regional 
airline would take their place. Restrictions, such as level 
and structure of air fares, capacity and regulatory barri-
ers to entry, were designed to support services by the two 
airlines across the national trunk route network (May 
et al. 1986). In 1961, two additional acts of Parliament 
authorized the Rationalization Committee to establish 
timetables, flight frequencies, aircraft types, available ca-
pacity, air fares, air cargo rates, and overall load factors 
on groups of routes (Rhodes 2008). 

Despite the two major incumbent airlines (“Ansett/
Trans Australia Airlines”) being supposed to compete 
against each other, in practice, all areas where compet-
ition may have occurred were regulated, including air 
fares (Shaw 2011). In spite of some relaxation of the con-
straints within its policy, by the 1980s the policy was at-
tracting criticism for stifling competition (Starkie 2008). 
Thus, in 1981, the government established the Holcroft 
Inquiry which recommended an air fare pricing policy 
based on cost that would be nationally consistent and 
permit discounted air fares to be set by the airlines 
(Rhodes 2008). Also, in 1981, the government created an 
Independent Air Fares Committee to appraise air fares, 
approve discounts, and change fare formulas to take into 
account cost and efficiency. This enhanced the govern-
ment’s ability to control capacity of regional and cargo 
airlines through licensing of imported aircraft (Sinha 
2001). The first sign of liberalization occurred in 1981 
with an amendment to the Airlines Agreement Act that 
enabled regional airlines to operate jet aircraft (Collins 
et al. 2010).

Despite the adoption of an even tougher regu-
latory regime, there was increasing disquiet about the 
Two-Airline policy. In 1985, the then Labor govern-
ment appointed a committee to conduct an “Independ-
ent Review of Economic Regulation of Domestic Avi-
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ation”. The committee’s report was published at the end 
of 1986. Though the terms of reference enabled a wide-
ranging review of the regulatory scheme to be conduc-
ted, the committee was not requested to recommend a 
new policy; instead it was to report on possible future 
policy options6 (Mills 1989). 

In 1987 the Australian government announced its 
firm intention to remove any restrictions on entry to 
inter-state markets. In fact, it put the industry on three 
years notice. This change in policy was driven by several 
factors. Australia had an agenda of general deregulation 
during the 1980s. But, the deregulation of the United 
States domestic air travel market in 1979 was a further 
potent factor and was used as an example by those Com-
monwealth states that were pressing the federal govern-
ment for a change in its domestic aviation policy (Starkie 
2008). 

On the 7th of October 1987, the Commonwealth 
Government gave “Ansett” and TAA the required three 
years notice that it would terminate the Airlines Agreement 
Act and deregulate the domestic airline industry. This was 
followed by the removal of restrictions on domestic air-
lines other than “Ansett” and TAA operating commer-
cial domestic charter flights with large aircraft (Bureau… 
1993). The principal features of the Australian govern-
ment’s new policy for interstate services were:

 – Repeal of legislation: with effect in October 1990, 
the Australian Government will repeal the 1981 
legislation that regulates capacity, route entry, 
and air fares.

 – Foreign ownership provisions: any foreign inter-
national airline operating services to Australia 
will not be permitted to hold more than 15 per 
cent equity in any airline providing domestic 
services. Otherwise foreign firms may invest in 
Australian airline companies, subject to the nor-
mal guidelines of the Foreign Investment Review 
Board.

 – Consumer protection: airlines will become subject 
to all provisions of the Trade Practices Act; and 
air fares will be subject to scrutiny by the Prices 
Surveillance Authority (PSA), though the re-
quirement for continued involvement of the PSA 
will be reviewed following an interim period of 
three years; and

 – Domestic rights for Qantas: with effect from 1 July 
1988, Qantas was granted the right to carry, on 
its domestic sectors, passengers of other interna-
tional airlines (in addition to its right to carry its 
own international passengers) (Mills 1989). 

6 See G. Mills (1989: 210–211) for a summary of the committee’s 
key findings and suggested policy options.

On November 1, 1990, the entire industry was de-
regulated ending the “Two Airline Policy” at the federal 
level. The Airlines Agreement Act (1981) (Cth) s3, as well 
as the 1981 Airlines Agreement between the Common-
wealth and the two major incumbent carriers was termin-
ated. In 1990, the Commonwealth also withdrew from 
the application of passenger capacity provisions in the 
Airline Equipment Acts (1958–1981) (Cth). Also, in 1990, 
the Commonwealth announced its decision to privatise 
“Australian Airlines” (formerly TAA). The control of air 
fares through the Independent Air Fares Committee was 
also abolished with the disbandment of the commission 
(Moens, Gillies 2000). However, some state governments 
maintained economic regulation of intra-state routes, 
while at the national level, the Australian Competition 
and Consumer Commission (ACCC) monitors the state 
of competition in the industry in accordance with its 
generic competition responsibilities (Kain, Webb 2003). 
The regulations of competition, route entry and capacity 
were terminated. New domestic airlines were permitted 
on all domestic routes (Collins et al. 2010; Forsyth 2003). 
Also, the constraints for domestic airlines were removed, 
which included: aircraft imports control, capacity and 
supply control on trunk routes by each airline, entry 
and exit barriers to domestic trunk routes and abolition 
of the Independent Airfares Committee in setting fare 
levels (Bureau… 1991). 

In September 1992 “Qantas Airways” acquired 
“Australian Airlines” (Moens, Gillies 2000; Quinlin 
1998). The merged “Qantas-Australian Airlines” were 
partly privatised in 1993, a process completed in 1995 
(Kong 1999). A major event in Australia’s domestic air-
line market in 2001, however, was the collapse of Ansett 
Australia (Forsyth 2003; Prideaux 2003). 

Figure 1 shows the annual growth in Australia’s do-
mestic enplaned passengers and revenue passenger kilo-
metres performed7 (RPKs) from 1944 to 2013. 
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Fig. 1. Development of Australia’s annual enplaned domestic 
passengers and revenue passenger kilometres performed 
(RPKs): 1944–2013 (Bureau… 2014)

7 Revenue passenger kilometres (RPKs) are obtained by multiplying 
the number of fare paying passengers on each flight stage by the 
flight stage distance (Doganis 2009: 327).
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4. Emergence of low cost carriers in Australia’s 
domestic airline market 

The development of LCCs commenced in Australia in 
1990 along with the deregulation of Australia’s domestic 
air travel market (Homsombat et  al. 2014). As noted 
earlier, the market was dominated by two incumbent 
airlines: “Qantas” and “Ansett Australia”. The deregu-
lation opened the market and enabled new entrants to 
compete on all domestic routes (Forsyth 1998). 

In December 1990, quite soon after Australia’s do-
mestic market was deregulated, “Compass Airlines” 
was the first new entrant to the market (Quiggin 1997). 
“Compass Airlines” strategy was to compete as an LCC 
in Australia’s domestic airline market. The airline oper-
ated a single aircraft type, the 266 seat “Airbus A300-600” 
aircraft. The airline route network structure was quite 
simple, linking up seven major airports (Collins et  al. 
2010). At one point in time, “Compass” had captured 
10 per cent of the total domestic market and up to 21 
per cent on the routes that the airline served (Bureau… 
1991). However, “Compass” experienced problems in 
gaining access to airport slots and suffered from aircraft 
delivery delays (Grimm, Molloy 1993). Furthermore, 
“Ansett” and “Qantas”, the two incumbent airlines, met 
“Compass Airlines” entry into the market with strong 
capacity increases and this contributed to the airline’s 
amounting debt (Koo 2009). “Compass” lasted for about 
a year, when its funds were exhausted following a vigor-
ous price war (Nyathi et al. 1993a, b). 

In 1992, not long after “Compass” had collapsed, a 
second airline, by now called “Compass Mark II”, entered 
the Australian domestic market (Forsyth 2003). This air-
line operated for about six months when it too failed 
(Hooper 1998). P. Forsyth (2003) observed that although 
there were a number of favourable factors facilitating 
LCC services, for instance, a number of dense routes 
and some leisure markets within Australia’s domestic 
market, these were essentially offset by strong head-on 
competition with the incumbents, financial and mar-
keting issues, and insufficient accessibility (Homsombat 
et al. 2014). From 1994–1999 a duopoly compromising 
“Ansett” and “Qantas” emerged in Australia’s domestic 
airline market (Koo 2009). No LCCs operated in Aus-
tralia’s domestic market for the remainder of the decade 
(Collins et al. 2010). 

The second phase of LCC entry commenced in 
2000, with the formation of “Impulse Airlines” and 
“Virgin Blue” (Homsombat et al. 2014; Koo 2009). Im-
pulse was a successful Australian regional airline with 
a healthy financial status; it had no outstanding debts 
and a consistent record of profit margins. Impulse was 
based in New South Wales, operated a low price, single 
class service on major competitive trunk routes, Bris-
bane-Melbourne-Sydney with five “Boeing 717-200” 

aircraft. Impulse aimed to provide a friendly, cheerful, 
hospitable, no-nonsense country style service (Killian 
2001). Moreover, it selected highly competitive routes 
when it confronted the major incumbent airlines, a 
strategy usually avoided by new start-up low cost carri-
ers (Lawton 2002). Furthermore, its fares were no-condi-
tions, fully flexible and fifty percent lower than “Ansett” 
and “Qantas” (Forsyth 2003). By early 2001, “Impulse” 
was experiencing liquidity problems, and by April 2001 
Impulse was leasing its aircraft to “Qantas” (Collins 
et al. 2010). With this agreement Impulse would oper-
ate services for “Qanta” under the “Qantas” brand and 
would terminate its major trunk routes (Forsyth 2003). 
“Qantas” acquired “Impulse” in November 2001 (Collins 
et al. 2010). 

Shortly after “Impulse” entered the market, “Vir-
gin Blue Airlines” was established. “Virgin Blue” com-
menced operations in Australia in August 2000 with 
two “Boeing B737” aircraft operating 7 flights per day 
between Brisbane and Sydney (Thomas 2006a). Its ori-
ginal owner and founder was a British businessman, Sir 
Richard Branson (Thomas 2000). Two important fea-
tures in the second phase of LCCs’ entry into the mar-
ket contributed to Virgin Blue’s success. First, “Ansett 
Australia” ceased operations in September 2001 leaving 
a very significant capacity shortfall in Australia (For-
syth 2003; Koo 2009). The sudden drop in domestic seat 
capacity following “Ansett’s” collapse assisted “Virgin 
Blue” to expand rapidly with a competitive LCC busi-
ness model (Collins et al. 2010). Secondly, “Virgin Blue” 
was in a much more favourable position than its prede-
cessors (“Compass I” and “Compass II”) being part of an 
international conglomerate, the “Virgin Group” (Forsyth 
2003). In addition, the old airport terminal space pre-
viously occupied by “Ansett” was also easily acquired at 
most airports (Collins et al. 2010). However, the airline 
sought investors to inject capital in the new airline fol-
lowing the collapse of “Ansett Australia” in September 
2001. The “Patrick Corporation” purchased a 50 per cent 
stake in “Virgin Blue” in 2002 (Thomas 2006a). The air-
line was publicly listed on the Sydney Stock Exchange in 
2003 (Thomas 2003, 2006a).

“Toll Holdings” bought control of “Virgin Blue” in 
2006 (Knibb 2008b). However, in July 2008, “Toll Hold-
ings” decided to transfer its 62.7 per cent stake in “Virgin 
Blue” to the company’s other shareholders. At this time 
the “Virgin Group” was the largest single shareholder 
with a 25.5 per cent stake in the company (Knibb 2008a). 
In 2004, the airline launched its New Zealand leisure 
based airline, Pacific “Blue”, which operated internation-
ally, between Australia, New Zealand, the Cook Islands, 
Fiji, Tonga and Vanuatu. In 2005, “Virgin Blue” launched 
a joint venture with the Government of Samoa to launch 
Polynesian Blue (Knibb 2005).
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In March 2007, “Virgin Blue” confirmed that they 
would launch V-Australia, an international airline which 
would serve leisure travellers between Australia and 
the United States. To operate this network, V-Australia 
signed a deal with “Boeing” for six 777-300ER aircraft 
(Knibb 2007d). The new airline commenced services on 
the 28th February 2009 when it commenced operations 
from Sydney to Los Angeles (Moores 2009). V-Australia 
was established as a part of “Virgin Blue’s” strategy of ex-
panding its range of services to include long-haul inter-
national markets, such as the USA (Ionides 2008). 

In 2005, “Virgin Blue” started to reposition itself 
as a “New World Carrier”, following the introduction of 
“Jetstar” by “Qantas”, and also to enable it to compete 
against both “Qantas” and “Jetstar” in the Australian do-
mestic market better (Centre for Aviation 2010). Under 
this strategy, the airline introduced various services that 
LCCs normally avoided. In April 2003, the airline opened 
airport lounges and this was followed by the introduc-
tion of a frequent flyer programme in November 2005 
(Collins et al. 2010). In 2008, “Virgin Blue” introduced a 
premium economy class in order to attract higher yield 
business traffic (Collins et al. 2010; Knibb 2007c). 

“Virgin Blue” has expanded its route network bey-
ond linking Australia’s capital cities and beyond the 
traditional tourist routes that link larger coastal tourist 
destinations, for example, Cairns and Townsville, with 
the capital cities. The airline’s route network strategy 
has included the addition of routes that were previously 
only served by regional carriers, for example, Melbourne 
to Mildura (Collins et al. 2010). In order to ensure that 
these thin routes would be economically viable, “Vir-
gin” acquired a fleet of 24 “Embraer E-170” and E-190 
regional jets, which carry 76 and 104 passengers, re-
spectively (Collins et al. 2010). The airline also used the 
“Embraer” jets to boost flight frequencies on key busi-
ness routes (Virgin… 2006b). In 2011, “Virgin Blue” an-
nounced that it was disposing its fleet of smaller, “Em-
braer E-170” aircraft (Dorman 2011) and replacing them 
with a fleet of ATR 72 regional turboprop aircraft that 
will be operated under its strategic alliance with “Skyw-
est Airlines” (Australian Aviation 2011). 

On the 7th December 2011, the “Virgin Australia” 
group of airlines officially launched its international 
airlines V-Australia and “Pacific Blue” under the new 
brand, “Virgin Australia”. On the same day, the “Virgin 
Australia” group of airlines also unveiled a new brand 
and livery for its joint venture with the Government of 
Samoa, “Polynesian Blue”, announcing that the country’s 
national airline would operate as “Virgin Samoa” (Virgin 
Blue 2011b).

“Virgin Blue” turned out to be the only “native” in-
dependent LCC that survived in Australia’s domestic air 
travel market (Homsombat et al. 2014). The airline ad-

opted a somewhat different business model compared to 
previous LCCs. For instance, it offered customers con-
necting services, engaged in code-sharing agreements 
with major airlines, and was able to sustain airfares signi-
ficantly lower than those of “Qantas” (Francis et al. 2006). 
Most importantly, the collapse of “Ansett Australia” in 
2001 greatly benefited “Virgin Blue”. The markets previ-
ously served by “Ansett Australia”, which accounted for 
in excess of 40 per cent of Australia’s domestic air travel 
market, were largely acquired by both “Virgin Australia” 
and “Qantas” (Homsombat et  al. 2014). This enabled 
“Virgin Blue” to capture in excess of 30 per cent of Aus-
tralia’s domestic air travel market as of early 2003 (Eas-
down, Wilms 2002). 

In response to “Virgin Australia’s” success and ag-
gressive growth, “Qantas” established “Jetstar Airways” 
in 2003, a similar strategy to those implemented by full 
service network carriers in North America and Europe 
(Homsombat et  al. 2014). “Jetstar” is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of the “Qantas Group”, with “Jetstar Airways” 
low fare operations commencing in May 2004 (Collins 
et  al. 2010; Jetstar Airways 2013). “Jetstar” began op-
erations with a fleet of 14 “Boeing 717” aircraft that 
“Qantas” inherited from its acquisition of “Impulse Air-
lines” (Knibb 2004a), providing 800 flights a week to 14 
destinations around Australia. The airline also decided 
to operate flights to and from Avalon Airport (an airport 
located around 55 kilometres from Melbourne) (Thomas 
2007), thus becoming the first Australian carrier to op-
erate from a “secondary city” airport (Qantas Airways 
2004). 

During 2004, the “Qantas Group” decided to move 
“Jetstar” into a standardized fleet of 177 seat “Airbus 
A320” aircraft (Knibb 2004b). These aircraft provided 
significant fuel and technology efficiencies and were 
therefore ideal for “Jetstar’s” short haul operations. 
The airline’s original fleet of “Boeing 717” aircraft were 
transferred to QantasLink, a regional airline subsidiary 
of the “Qantas Group” (Qantas Airways 2004). “Jetstar 
International” was due to receive the first of a fleet of at 
least 15 “Boeing 787” aircraft in August 2008 (Francis, 
Knibb 2008). The airline now operates a fleet compris-
ing 57 “Airbus A320”, 6 “Airbus A321”, 7 “Airbus A330-
200” and 3 “Boeing B787-8” aircraft (Jetstar Airways 
2013). 

Initially “Jetstar” was positioned to tap into the leis-
ure travel market and its services originally focused on 
linking Australia’s capital cities with leisure destinations. 
As the airline grew, its strategic emphasis shifted to link-
ing up Australia’s major population centres (Thomas 
2007). The airline later expanded to include interna-
tional services, commencing services from Brisbane, 
Gold Coast, Melbourne and Sydney to Christchurch, 
New Zealand, in December 2005 (Thomas 2007). 
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In 2006, “Qantas” decided to launch a low-cost in-
ternational division, “Jetstar International”8. Providing a 
two class service, the services were targeted at the market 
between single-class low cost and the traditional two-or-
three class international carrier services. “Jetstar’s” inter-
national services involved initial stage lengths of between 
6 to 10 hours to key Asian and Pacific leisure destinations 
(Knibb 2006). Following a year of preparatory work, “Jetstar 
International” launched long-haul international services in 
November 2006 with wide-body “Airbus A330” services to 
Bangkok and Phuket in Thailand, followed by services to 
Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam and Denpasar, Bali (Ionides 
2007b). Services to Honolulu and Osaka in Japan com-
menced in 2007 as well. “Jetstar” now operates services to 
19 Australian domestic destinations and 17 short and long 
haul international destinations (Jetstar Airways 2013).

Figure 2 shows the annual growth in Australian do-
mestic passengers carried by “Jetstar” and the concomit-
ant RPKs performed from 2004/05 to 2012/13.

Singapore-based “Tiger Airways” launched “Ti-
ger Airways Australia” in 2007 (Thomas 2006b). “Tiger 
Airways Australian” carrier had the same shareholders 
as the main Singapore-based airline, which meant that 
the carrier was entirely foreign owned – something that 
was permissible under Australia’s liberal domestic airline 
ownership regime which permits foreign ownership of 
a domestic airline (Ionides 2007a; Knibb 2007a). “Tiger 
Airways”, which was based at Melbourne’s Tullamarine 
Airport, commenced operations with low-cost services to 
Perth and Darwin, operating a fleet of 5 “Airbus A320” 
aircraft (Koo 2009). Despite their small fleet, “Tiger Air-
ways” had an impact on Australia’s incumbent LCC, “Jet-
star”, by forcing it to operate services on the same routes as 
“Tiger”, as well as providing connecting services to/from 
Melbourne Airport, a strategy that Jetstar had previously 
avoided preferring to operate from Melbourne’s second-
ary airport, Avalon (Koo 2009). “Tiger Airways” arrival 
into Australia’s domestic market also prompted a change 
to the “Qantas” long-standing policy as to where “Jet-
star” operated. Prior to 2007, “Jetstar” avoided operating 
on routes served by “Qantas”. In anticipation of “Tiger’s” 
entry into the market, “Qantas” made a significant change 
to this policy by allowing “Jetstar” to compete on the same 
Sydney-Brisbane route served by “Qantas”. Prior to this 
change, the heavily travelled Sydney-Melbourne-Brisbane 
triangle was served exclusively by “Qantas” City Flyer 
Service and by rival “Virgin Blue”. The bulk of Australia’s 

8 Qantas launched Singapore-based “Jetstar Asia” in 2004, with 
management rights and with a 44.5 per cent equity stake (Knibb 
2007b). “Jetstar Asia” commenced operations on the 13th December 
2005 with services from Singapore to Hong Kong (Ionides 2005). In 
2007, “Qantas” acquired an 18 per cent stake in Vietnam’s “Pacific 
Airlines”. “Pacific Airlines” took the “Jetstar” name, and converted 
its fleet from “Boeing B737s” to “Airbus A320s” – the same aircraft 
used by “Jetstar” and “Jetstar Asia” (Knibb 2007b; Sobie 2009).

domestic business travel occurs in this triangle (Knibb 
2007e). “Tiger Airways” currently serves Adelaide, Alice 
Springs, Brisbane, Cairns, Coffs Harbour, Darwin, Gold 
Coast, Hobart, Mackay, Melbourne, Proserpine, Sunshine 
Coast and Sydney (Tiger Airways 2014). 
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Fig. 2. Development of “Jetstar Australia’s” annual enplaned 
domestic passengers and revenue passenger kilometres (RPKs): 
2004/2005 – 2012/2013 (Qantas Airways (various))

In November 2011, a new budget carrier flying 
passengers both domestically and to key regional tour-
ist markets was launched. Previously a charter business, 
“Strategic Airlines” rebranded itself as “Air Australia” 
(Nancarrow 2011). However, in February 2012, “Air 
Australia” ceased operations and was placed into volun-
tary administration (Ironside 2012; Ryan 2012).

Driven by the strong growth of “Virgin Blue” and 
“Jetstar”, Australia’s low cost air travel market sector has 
been growing rapidly in recent years. As figure 3 illus-
trates, the LCCs’ market share grew sharply in 2001/2002 
following the entry of “Virgin Blue” into the market. Such 
growth momentum was sustained following the entry 
of “Jetstar” in 2003 and has more or less stabilized since 
2005, when the LCCs collectively had captured more than 
50 per cent of the total market (Fig. 3). The LCCs’ share of 
Australia’s domestic airline (annual enplaned passengers) 
peaked in 2010, with a 64 per cent market share. How-
ever, over the past 3 years, the LCCs’ market share has de-
clined to around 31 per cent, primarily due to the change 
in the “Virgin Australia’s” strategy to adopt a full service 
network carrier (FSNC) business model. 
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Figure 4 shows the growth in the LCCs’ Australian 
domestic market share as measured by revenue passen-
ger kilometres (RPKs), from 2001/2002 to 2012/2013 
and highlights a strong growth in RPKs from 2005 to 
2010, when the LCCs’ share peaked at around 50 per 
cent. From 2011 to 2013 the decline in the LCCs’ annual 
RPKs was principally due to the change in “Virgin Aus-
tralia’s” strategy when moving from an LCC to a full ser-
vice network carrier business model. 
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Another significant change that occurred in the 
third phase of Australia’s domestic airline market has 
been the evolution of the two incumbent airlines: “Jet-
star” and “Virgin Australia” (previously called “Virgin 
Blue”) (Koo 2009). In recent years, “Virgin Australia” 
has increasingly focused on becoming a full service net-
work carrier (FSNC) similar to “Qantas” (Koo 2009). 
“Virgin Australia’s” business model is focussing on the 
expansion into smaller regional markets with lower 
levels of demand (markets being served by medium size 
“Embraer” aircraft); increasing use of a hub-and-spoke 
network strategy; the introduction of business lounges 
and premium seating classes; code-sharing and/or inter-
lining arrangements with domestic (for example, REX 
Express) and international airlines, such as “Air New 
Zealand”, “Delta Airlines”, “Etihad” and “Hawaiian Air-
lines”), and a mixed fleet, including long-haul “Boeing 
777” aircraft used to operate services to the USA (Knibb 
2008a; Koo 2009). In December 2012, “Virgin Australia” 
announced plans to match the “Qantas” portfolio of do-
mestic airlines by acquiring 60 per cent of “Tiger Air-
ways Australia” and all of Perth, Western Australia-based 
“Skywest Airlines”. Under this strategy “Tiger Airways” 
would compete on “Virgin’s” behalf against “Qantas” 
LCC unit “Jetstar”, whilst “Skywest” would compete 
against QantasLink on regional and mining-related 
routes. In order to fund these acquisitions, and the cost 
of enhancing these airline operations, “Virgin” sold a 
ten per cent stake in itself to “Singapore Airlines”. This 

ambitious initiative formed part of “Virgin Australia’s’ 
re-branding strategy, designed to distance itself from the 
low-cost carrier sector and compete more with mainline 
“Qantas” in the premium business market (Knibb 2012). 

“Virgin Australia’s” strategic repositioning con-
tinues to attract shareholder interest with “Singapore 
Airlines” strengthening its cooperation and equity in-
vestment in the carrier. Together with the 10 per cent 
shareholding acquired in November 2012, “Singapore 
Airlines” now holds a 19.9 per cent stake in “Virgin Aus-
tralia” (Taylor 2013). On June 17, 2014, “Air New Zeal-
and” increased its shareholding in “Virgin Australia” to 
25.9 per cent. “Etihad Airways” and “Singapore Airlines” 
also held stakes of 21.24 per cent and 33.27 per cent at 
that time, respectively (Freed 2014). Figure 5 shows the 
annual growth in Australian domestic passengers carried 
and revenue passenger kilometres (RPKs) performed by 
“Virgin Australia” from 2002 to 2013.
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Fig. 5. Development of “Virgin Australia” domestic passengers 
and revenue passenger kilometres (RPKs): 2002–2013. Note: 
2002 data for 9 months (“Virgin Australia”, “Virgin Blue” 
(various annual reports))

Currently, two LCCs dominate Australia’s do-
mestic air travel market: “Jetstar Airways” and “Tiger 
Airways”. “Jetstar Airways” now forms an integral part 
of the “Qantas Group’s” two-brand strategy, operating 
in the leisure and value-based market segments (Jetstar 
Airways 2013). The dual “Qantas Group” brand strategy 
has resulted in the group capturing a significant market 
share (Homsombat et al. 2014).

5. Conclusions

The emergence of low cost carriers has become a global 
phenomenon, with virtually all travel markets contain-
ing at least some low cost carriers today (Vasigh et al. 
2008). This paper has examined the evolution of LCCs in 
Australia’s domestic air travel market and has shown that 
since the market was deregulated on the 30th October 
1990, the LCC market has had three discrete phases. The 
first wave of LCCs entered the market between 1990 and 
1993. During this phase, several LCCs – “Compass” and 
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“Compass Mark II”  – commenced business, but both 
subsequently failed within a year of starting operations. 
During the period from 1994–1999, a duopoly encom-
passing “Ansett Airlines” and “Qantas” emerged in Aus-
tralia’s domestic air travel market (Koo 2009).

The second wave of LCCs with “Impulse Airlines” 
and “Virgin Blue” entering the market occurred between 
2000 and 2006. “Impulse Airlines” was initially a re-
gional airline, but later decided to expand its operations 
and compete against “Ansett” and “Qantas” on domestic 
trunk routes. Impulse, similar to its predecessor, also col-
lapsed, and was acquired by “Qantas” in November 2001. 
“Virgin Blue”, the first successful in Australia, was a major 
beneficiary of the collapse of “Ansett Australia” in 2001. 
The collapse of “Ansett Australia” provided “Virgin Blue” 
with the opportunity to capture a very large capacity gap. 
In addition, “Virgin Blue” was in a stronger financial 
position than the earlier LCCs – “Compass”, “Compass 
Mark II” and “Impulse Airlines” – being part of the “Vir-
gin Group”. The strategic focus of “Virgin Blue” changed 
during this period with the airline seeking to become a 
“New World Carrier”. Under this strategy, the airline in-
troduced airport lounges, a premium economy product, 
and a frequent flyer program, product attributes that 
LCCs have normally eschewed (Collins et al. 2010).

The third phase in the evolution of Australia’s do-
mestic LCC air travel market occurred in the post-2006 
period. In 2007, Singapore-based “Tiger Airways” es-
tablished “Tiger Airways Australia”, with a small fleet of 
“Airbus A320” aircraft. “Tiger Airways” currently oper-
ates services to 13 destinations around Australia, which 
include the major capital cities as well as key tourist 
centres. Another significant change in Australia’s do-
mestic LCC air travel market that has signified a third 
wave has been the evolution of two incumbent LCCs – 
“Jetstar” and “Virgin Australia”. Since 2011, “Virgin Aus-
tralia” has changed from an LCC to a full service network 
carrier business model, similar to that of “Qantas”. The 
change in “Virgin Australia’s” strategic focus, and busi-
ness model, is evident due to its expansion into smaller 
regional markets with lower levels of demand, growing 
use of a hub-and-spoke route network strategy, intro-
duction of airport business lounges and premium seat-
ing classes, operation of a mixed aircraft fleet, including 
long haul “Boeing B777-300ER” aircraft, and the exten-
sion of its marketable network through code-sharing 
and/or interline agreements with key domestic and in-
ternational partner airlines. A further feature of the third 
phase of the evolution Australia’s LCCs has been the fo-
cus of the incumbents on establishing long-haul interna-
tional operations. “Jetstar International”, was launched in 
2007, with long-haul, low-cost services from Australia to 
Honolulu, Hawaii, Japan and Thailand. 

The LCCs’ market share grew sharply in 2002 fol-
lowing the entry of “Virgin Blue”. The LCCs’ share of 
Australia’s domestic airline (annual enplaned passen-
gers) peaked in 2010, with a 64 per cent market share. 
However, over the past 3 years, the LCCs’ market share 
has dropped to around 31 per cent, primarily due to the 
change in the “Virgin Australia” strategy to adopt a full 
service network carrier business model. 
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